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ABSTRACT

Grandmotherhood is defined as a "tequous" role relationship in that

grandparenting is specified as a symbálic linkage but is aMbiguous in terms of

behavioral exi ectations: This paper addresses thefollowing question: How do

role relation l partners modulate their own behavior when there is ambiguity in

expectations or'interaction? The pilot study reported here examines patterns

of consensus a d dissensus about grandparenthood, comparing mothers versus.

grandmothers and maternal versus paternal grandmothers. Ihe results of this

project suggest that expectations for grandmothering--.1).are divergent between

mothers and grandmothers in terms pf expectations for interaction Out not in

terms of the symbolic significance of the role; 2) are more divergent between

in-laws; 3). are divergent systematicallyrellecting role perspectives; and 4)

reflect atteml4s by each partner to maximiZe control ofer her oWn behavior and

minimize depend.ence on the responses from the other.
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GRANDMMERING AS A fflTENUOUS" RO4E RELATIONSHIP

Grandmothering has been described as a "tenuous" role in modern families

(Hagestad and Speicher, 1981).----in that grandparents.have emotional and symbolic

rather than instrumental positions in family structure (Fischer, 1982-83). The

'tenuousness-of grandparenthood is exemplified by the fact that grandparents

rarely have legal rights or responsibilities vis-a-vis their grandchildren (cf.

Wilson and DeShane, 1982). The lack of a legal specification for grandparents,

even if not often a pragmatic problem, points to the' paradoxical position of

grandparents--whose tie to grandehildren may be strong emotionally and symbol-

ically but whose day-to-day relationship with grandchildren may be weak or even

non-existent.

The notion of mtehuous"'roles comes from RosoW(197.6) who defines this role

type as having a status (that is, social position) but no role (that is, set of

expected behaviors) . Unfortunately, "role" often seems to be an elusive concept

andcan refer to attributes, emotions, skills, performances, or positions in

social structure.. Rosow, (1976) attempts to ClarifY the conceptual parameters of

role theory by pointing out that "status" and "role" are not-"Siamese twins," as

had been impl.ied by Linton (1936)--but that one can have a status but not a

role, and viCe versa. But in Rosow's definition of ".status" therelis no clear

distinction between positions in social structures and attributes.

In applying Rosow's framework to the study of grandparenthood, or family

networks in general,- it becomes useful to specify role as a relational concept--

thus "one playS-a role vis-a-vis another person's role which is attached to a

counter position" (Mitchell, 1968). Within this context, we can differentiate

between'two components of role relationships that are roughly parallel to

"ntatus" and "role": a) the symbolic linkage and b) the expectations for

interaction. This dichotomy has been described by Fischer (1981:615-16):

The symbolic component of a relationship refers to the meaninii

attributed to the rtlationShip by each member ofthe dyad.-..The

interactional domain refers to the external components of a

* relationship, i.v.,.'-whet the individuals do with and for each other.

In grandparenthood, as a tenuous nole relationship, the symbolic linkage is

clearthat is, grandparent and grandchild have unambiguous positions that

orient them to each Other within.their kinship network.(as is evident on a

diagram of'a family tree) . But the expectations for interaction may not be

specified fOr grandparent and grandchildren. The extent of involvement with and

obligations between.generations remains in large part.discretionary. Thus

relationships acroas generations need to be negotiated as family members

interact. (Hagestad and Speicher, 1981).

It can be argued that the tenuousness of grandparental role relationships is

more problematic for the grandparent generation than for the parent or the

grandchild generation. As Hagestad and Dixon (1980) point out, grandparenthpod

begins as a "countertransition," that is, an involuntary trahsition sthat is

linked to the life course of other family members. While this transiti n is not

necessarily undesirable, the grandparent has no control over the passage (cf.

Glaser and Strauss, 1971).
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Grandparenthood as a Symbolic Linkage

Grandparenthood can be described as a symbolic linkage in three ways: 1) as

a position ina family network; 2) as an identity bond; and 3)- 'as an emotional

inVestMent in the grandchild. The first refers to the sacial construction of

role relationships--that is, in the caSe of family relationships, 'the aseribed

statuses that individuals occupy vis-a-vis each other. The second refers to the

canponent of self-definition resulting from occupying a specific role within a

social network. And the third refers to the- emotional content of role relation-

ships. Thus, the,symbolic linkage is comprised of the meaning of relationships;

in terms Of both social positioning and attributions for the 'selfb and the,

feelings that are associated with and emerge from symbolic linkages.

Grandparenthood entails a vertical tie in a family network-in which there

is a finite number of grandparental.positions. . In fact, each grandparental

.position is unique--that is, for example, thereis only one maternal grandmother

(unless the family is "reconstituted" after a divorce). k

GrandparenthOod can be viewed as an "identity bond," in the sense discussed

by Turner (1970) in that the grandparental relationship may serve,as a component

of self-definition. The identity component of grandparenthood for instance, is

'illustrated by the statement of a middle aged waman-who claims that she is "too

young" to be a grandmother--implying that she cannot reconcile different aspects

of her self identity--that is, her sense of her age and her generational posi-

tion:in her family. Kahana and Kahana (1971) iMply that grandparental roles, as

identity bonds, may be especially important in old age as people disengage from

work and community roles.,

Grandparenting probably is most often described by grandparents themselves

in terms of the emotional investment in the grandchild (Fischer, 1982-83). To

the extent that grandparenthood is not one of authority (cf.-Apple, 1956)-, the

emotional content of grandparenthpod may be the defining Component' of the role

relationship. Robertson (1976)iwrites that grandparents view "emotional

gratifiCation" as the "appropriate or eXpected behavior" of grandparenting. But

we might question the,denoting of "emotional gratification" as a "behavior."

The emotional dimension of a relationship connotes how people feel about each'

other and may be orthogonal to the behavioral/interactive components of rela-

tionships. To say that eMotional gratification is central and also to Make the

point, as Robertson does, that there are few other frequent behaviors in grand-

parenting means.that grandparenthood is specified much more in terms of the

:;ymbolic linkage than interactive contentthat it is, in effect, a "tenuous

role relationship."

Kahana and Kahana (1971) repOrt that there is a "lack of spontaneity" and a

"ritualistic quality" in grandparents' descriptions of their interactions with

their grandchildren. Kivnick (1982) writes that grandmothers who see grand-

parenthood as central in their'lives tend to be deprived in other aspects of

their lives. In other words, whiie symbolic relationships may be important for

a nepse of well-being, they may be inadequate substitutes for interactive bonds.

The Xnteractive Content of Grandparenthood

In this paper, the tenuousness of grandparenthbod will be examined in terms

of three components of interaction: 1) mediation by the parent generation; 2)

grandparents as adjunct parents; and 3) grandparents as service providers. The

InLeractive context of grandparenting involves three generations--with the
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parent generation mediating or setting "the pace".of the relationship between

grandparent and'grandchild (Robertson, 1976). Especia4y for very young

children, interaction-with grandparents occurs at the initiation, or at least

with the acqUiesence, of the parents. This three generation system is a much

more complex unit than is a dyadic relationshipsince three relatibnships are

involved rather than one. ,Since Aothers tend more than fathers to serve as

"gatekeepers" to their children, maternal grandparents have more access to their

grandchildren than do paternal grandparents (cf. Fischer, 1983).. Thus, the

asymMetry in grandparenthood between maternal and paternal grandparents reflects

the parental mediation, In Figure 1, grandparental interactions are diagrammed

in terms of a three-generation triad: In Figure 1.a, mediated relationships are

drawn along two sides of the triad--with the grandparent-grandchild relationSbip

filtered through the parents..

A potentially important,dimenSion of the interactive content of grandparent-

, hood can be described as "adjuka parenthood"--in two senses: First, grand-

parents can train or otherwise help the parents to become parents. Hader (1965)

asserts that an important function of grandparenthood is to shape the mother's

capacity for the maternal role, The closeness between mothers and daughters

after daughters becomes mothers may entail the grandmother's providing a variety

of supports for the daughter's mothering (Of. Fischer, 1981; 1983)'. Second,

grandmothers can serve as adjunct parents by acting as a second maternal figure

for the child (Hader, 1965), Thus, in Figure 1.b, we see that as adjunct

parents, the grandparent engages in parental interactions with the parent and/or

mith the child.

.

The third interactive fraMworkgrandparents as service providers--is

centered on the relationship b tween the grandparent and-parent generations.

The most common service is baby itting. (cf. Robertson, 1975; Fischer, 1979).

Although this leads to grandpar nt-grandchild'interactions, the service is

provided for the parent and the negotiations for this service are between,parent

and grandparent (see Figure 1.c). Babysitting is ;one of the most commonly

mentioned behaviors associated with grandparenthoOd (Robertson, 1975) and is One,

of the few behaviors that is under the control of the grandparent. Nonetheless,

the actual amount of babysitting and the eXpectations for this servJce vary,

widely. There is some suggestive data indicating that mothers would like more

and grandmothers would prefer less grandparentaI babysitting (Fischer, 1981;

Cohler and Grunebaum, 1981).

Grandmotherst Mothers, and Granddaughters:

This paper addresses the following question: How do rple relational

partners modulate their own behavior when expectations for ifteraction are'

ambiguous? Crandmothers and mothers are likely to have at least sarie diverging

expectations concerning all three components of interaction that have been_

outlined above. What we need to examine is the extent to which their role

perspectif.es systematically distort their expectations for each other.

The pilot study reported here makes two comparisons: a) mother versus

grandmother and b) maternal versus paternal grandmothers. This paper compares

two divergent female lineages: maternal grandmother-mother-granddatighter and

paternal grandthother-Mother-granddaughter. Previous studies have found that the

closest grandparental relationships tend to be between maternal grandmothers and

granddaughters and the most °tenuous" may be :ptween paternal grandmothers and

granddaughters (cf. Hagestad and Speicher, 1981;,Kahana, ahd Kahana, 1970).
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Abcording to the framework outline-above, "tenuous" role relationships
should be characterized by consensus,on the symboliC structure of the

relationship and dissensus on the,expectations for interaction. To the extent

that there is ambiguity across generations in expectations for grandmothers, we

should expect to find greater dissensus between in-laws (cf. FisCher, 19 3).

The results of this project support the following conclusions about

grandmothering as a "tenuous" role relationship:

Expectations for grandmothering-7

1)' are divergent between Mothers and grandmothers in terms of expectations for
interaction but not in terms of thesymbolic, significance of the role;

2) are more divergent between

3) are divergent systematicallyreflecting role perspectives; and

4) entail attempts by each role partner to, maximize control over her dun
behavior and minimize aependence on the respohse from the other.

A,STUDY OF GRANDMOTHERS AND MOTHERS

Sample and Design: The sample consists of 30 family "cases" With maternal

and/or paternal grandmothers residing locally--yielding 44 mother-grandmother

dyads. The sample was obtained from the birth announcements of daughters,
listed in a Minneapolis newspaper, dated approximately 1-1/2 years prior to the

research. Thus-, the sex and age of one grandchild was held constant across all

the cases.

The research entaijed tape recorded telephone interviews with 30 mothers, 20"
maternal grandmothers and 24 paternal grandmothers. The interviews focused on

expectations for interaction. The mothers and grandmothers were given an

eqwivalent series of five scenarios referring to possible types of qnteractions:

babysitting,(daytime-emergency and evening-entertainment); advice-giving;

playing; and discipline. For each scenario, the respondents were asked both to

tell what they would do hypothetically and %o describe, comparable situations.

For all of these situations; the mothers and grandmothers were requested to,

refer.to the granddaughter who was then about one and a half years old. The

interviews alsO included a number of background questions (most of which were

asked onfy of the mothers, who were interviewed first) and a few open-ended
questions about the symbolic nature of grandparental relationships.

A Dyadic Framework: In most previous research on grandmothering, grand-
parents have been asked about the grandparent "role" in general, either not

referring to the parental linkage (maternal/paternal) and/or not specifying the
grandchild relationship (cf. Neugarten and Weinstein, 1964; Robertson, 1977).'

An important component of this study is the use of dyads as units of analysis.
The study makes two comparisons: a) mother versus grandmother and b) maternal

versus paternal grandmothers. In this research, the grandchild is specified so'

that the focus is on particular grandparent-grandchild relationships (cf.

Fischer, 1982-83). It should be noted that the dyadic perspectives are not

those of grandparent-grandchild. If grandparenthood is.a mediated relationship,

,
the relational framework.is,negotiated.initially,by the parent and grandparent

generations.

7
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CONSENSUS ON THE SYMBOLIC RELATIONSHIP

Consensus Among Grandmothers: At Ehe very end of the interviews, the grand.-..

mothers were asked "to describe in your own words'what 'it's like for you to have

a grandchild." Respondents included both new and veteran.,grandmothers and
although they varied in their emotional expressivity and the extent of their
family involvements, their,descriptions of grandparenting were strikingly

similar:. Virtually all' of them d scribed grandparenthood in terms of an

emotional investment in their ra children:

It puts you on cloud nine It is very different from having your own.'
I love all my own kids b t the love for grandchild is, almost deeper I

think. It is like doubling Judy's (daughter's) love with little Debby.
(granddaughter) running around...It's a terrific feeling.

hink it's the most wonderful-thing that has ever happened to myself.
Other than having my son, and I think, well, it's so difTerent, it's
like you relive your own children and they're just about the most
precious thing in the world to me, you know with the, family, the whole

famil§. But grandchildren, that's something else. They're just, I'd

say that they're the essence of crown and glory in life.

It's a good feeling...she's a, plus, and it's really fun seeing her and
I don't feel as though I have any responsibility because her parents

are very responsible. It's been a plus,- we thordughly enjoy seeing

her, she's a lot of fun. But see, I don't expect her to fill my life

or that kind of thing. It's a plus but it's not a motive'for being

here.

.*****

It's a nice feeling...to see your children have their children. It's
kind of fun to see them growing, changes as they get older. You're

out, and even though you aren't seeing them much, you show pictures,
and your other friends are bragging now, they have a new one, maybea
first grandchild, and yoU had that eight years ago..And you know what
they're feeling, because you went around and everybody had to look at

the picture whether thly wanted to or not...

More than a third of the grandmothers described a sense of continuity through

'the generations--refleCting both their symbolic positioning in their family

network (a tie across generations) and their self-identity (grandparenthood as

immortality for the Self) (cf. Iliengtson and Kuypers, 1971). Almost half of the

grandmothers talked about having the "fun'without the responsibility." Only one

grandmother in the sample said that having a grandchild did liot bring a'Special

feeling (and even that grandmother.had,stated that she wanted her grown children

to live nedrby--especially when the grandchildren were little). In effect,

those grandmothin's suggest that they feel a tie with their grandchildren,

emotionally and symbolically--even if "you aren't seeing Lhem much."



Agreement Between Mothers and Grandmothers: The symbolic importance of

grandparenthood-is indicated alSo by the consgnsus betWeen mothers and daughters

and between mothers-in-law and daughters-inlaw On tbe deSirability of grand-
parents living nearby to their grandchildren. This also may reflect the inter-

active domain; and the sample, OT course, was selected because of locally

residing grandmothers. Nonetheless, the grandparent-,grandchild bond does appear

to be an important family tie,which is'consciously weighed in peoples' decisions
,about where to live. Almost 90% of the mother-daughter pairs and three quarters

of the mother-in-law/daughter-in-law pairs agreed that living nearby to each
other was important for the children's sake.

The interview,data suggest ways in which grandparents and parents attempt to
inculcate symbolic linkages between grandmother and grandchild. Parents often

seem to make a point of reiterating l'gramMa's" name--"if we say ',where's Gramma'
she looks"--and grandparents sometimes develop special,rituals or games that the

grandchild can learn to associate with them. "We have a little game; that's how
we get her to start smiling, and I don't know if she knows who I am or if the

little game is just a familiar thing,.." Through these names and games, the
zrandmother, who might otherwise,be an unfamiliar figure,' is' marlced as a
significant other to the infant'or toddlerchild.

DISSENSUS ON THE INTERACTIONAL DOMAIN OF GRANDMOTHERING

Direct.versus Mediated Interactions with Grandchildren: While Parents and
grandparents may attempt to create a symbolic linkage with the infant or toddler

grandchild, the actual amount of interaction often means that' grandmothers are
eslentially "strangers"--and are among those who are rejected during the
infant's "fear of strangers" phaae. In the interviews, both mothers and
grandmothers Commented on the potential for estrangement with grandchildren--

with lack of frequent contact pointed to as the cause:

(How well does your granddaughter know you?) Not-very well at all.

don't see them all that often--not nearly as often as I'd-like.

(paternal grandmother)

(Does your granddaughter recegnize you?) I believe so. Now I don't

always know. She's a friendly child. We were up at the lake and they

came up for a long weekend. We lere up there three or four days and I

spent,quite a bit of time with her. Now she might recognize me this
week, and if I didn't see her for three or four weeks, ,I wouldn't be

sure... (paternal grandmother)

[loth the motherg and grandmothers indicated that it is hard to distinguish'the

granddaughter's'reaction to a grandmother from her response to "other

strangers." In effect, the love of grandmothers for the child seems to be

prescribed. Sometimes this is reciprocated (the grandchild's face might "light

up" when the grandparent arrives). But the extent and type oftlinteractions are

negotiated--through the initiative of the grandmother, the mediation of the

mother, and the responses of the grandchild (see Figure 1.a).

In one of the scenarios, the_mothers and grandmothers were asked what they
would do if the grandmother were supposed to take the granddaughter out for a

walk but the child "Starts to cry and wants to go baCk to her mother." Table 1

9
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'shows_ that the responses of the mothers and grandmothers tend to differ. While

the mothers indicatea that they would leave a crying child.with the grandmother

(asuming the grandmother would manage and the child would Stop crying), the

grandmothers tended to.say that they would not take the child if she continued

to cry. The responses from the maternal and paternal grandmothers are very

similar. However, the mothers are somewhat less likely to say they would leave

a crying child with a paternal gtandmother (sib that, for this scenario, there is

more dissensus with maternal grandmothers). In this type of situation (when

contact with the child is essentially recreational) , the _grandmothers tend to

portray mediated interactions with their grandchildren: Since.the child's

primary tie is with the mother, the child can choose or refuse to spend time

with the grandmother. Thus the grandmothers tend to see the interaction shaped

by the child's response. The mothers, on the other hand, appear to view the

choice made by their' own behavior (th'St'is, the mother can leave the child alone

with the grandmother). The mothers do not emphasize their mediary role--except

in the Sense that by their behavior (i.e., leaving) they can foster a direct

grandmother-granchild relationshipatoleast within the contexebf giving the

grandmother "playing" time with the grandchild.

----Table 1 about here----,'

The°responses of mothers and grandmothers to another scenario concerning

mediation by the mother also differedbut in an opposite direction. The

following scene was described: The moeller andlranddaughter are at.the grand-

mother'S home. The granddaughter grabs the grandmother's delicate crystal vase.

When the grandmother tries to take it away from her, the hi;g throws a temper

, tantrum. As Table 2 shows, the mothers tended to respond thall they would take

sole responsibility for disciplining the child, while the grandmothers were much

mOre'likely to'say that they would participate in the disciplining. The

divergence of perspectives is found.particularly with paternal grandmothers.
,

----Table 2 about here----

One mother, for instance, makes a clear distinction between hbw she responds

with her owh mother versus her mother-in-law in such situations. If she is at,

her mother's house, she says--"I just let her throw her tanper tantrum. She

gets over it.very fast." She is, however, more cautious at her.mother-in-law's

house: "I would try tO console her more .So than at my mother's, and snap her

out of it...I just don't like her to scream and cry in front of my mother-in-

law. nhe (mother-in-law) seems to look at Me funny when I let them just kick

and cry all the time." In this case, the mother,in-law Said that she "would

just take the piece away from her'andlet her cOntinue With her tantrum until

she's through"--suggesting that the mother-in-law's method of discipline may be

quite similar to her daughter-on-law's and-that she might not, in actuality,

needto be "prftected" from the tantrum. These findings indicate strikingly

different expect,tions for and interpretations of behaviorespecially between

in-laws, three qu rters of whom disagree on what would happen.

This scenario poses an interesting contrast with the previous situation--

with rather different reasons for the mediation by the mother. In the first

scenario, the grandmothers tend to place limits on their rights to interact with

the child: In the second type, of situation, the mother's mediate in order to

protect the grandmother (especially,with a mother-in-law)--seeing themselves as

responsible for preventing damage,to'the grandmother's household. The dissensus

in both types of situations indicates the lack of prescriptive behaviors in the,

grandmother-grandchild relationship:

1
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Grandmothers as Adjunct Parents: Since. 'grandparents have parented the,

parents, one potential framework for interactionientails grandmothers providing

socialization or training in parental skill,s--es ecially by giving advice. Ilwie

Of the scenarios concerned hat would happen if e.grandmother had information

about "a new kind of teetJng rine that "might not be safe." In this type of

situation, which concerned the grandchild!s well-being, only 2 (5%) of.t.he

grandmothers (one mat nal and one paternal) in the sample said that they would

;say nothing at.all, irtypercent of the maternal grandmothers but only 4% of

the paternal grand aft 'hers said they would try to persuade the mothers not to use

the'teething rings. Moat said they would just give the information. What is

most salient'about thelresponses of the grandmothers is their tendency to

express a sense of caution about interfering. Half of the Maternal grandmothers
and more than tfiree quarters of the,paternal grandmothers explicitly mentioned

their caution in giving advice. One paternal grandmother quipped; "I'm very

careful how I say things to my daughter-in-law because I know the reputation of

a mother-in-law..." Another mother-inlaw, when asked about giving advice, said

that there are things she

would like to-discuss but dope because I don't care to interfere...one
thing--I don't believe in a pacifier for a baby. I never did and I ,

-never will. But she believes in them because they keep the baby quiet
or Whatever...I told them I didn't like them but that,was the end of

it. The baby continues having a pacifier. I believe in,early potty

training, she does not"...that would be something I would change also.

I mean I raised four kids Of my own and I mean I'm still familiar with
raising children. But somehow they think as yOu get older you forget

what you're doing...

The caution expressed by the grandmothers, in fact, may be/warranted. In

responding to their version of the advice-scenario, less than a fifth of the

young mothers said that. the, would simply act on the grandmother's advice. The

modal response wos to consider but not necessarily use the advice; and a number

of the young mothers implied that they would not take such advice from grandT

mothers seriously: They would just listen politeiy and do as thei pleased.

There is, however, one area in which mothers do appear to call on the

grandmothers for advice--and that concerns health issues. About a third of

paternal grandmothers and two thirds of maternal grandmothers were asked for
advice in dealing with the sickness or an accident of a child.

43 a matter of fact, she called twice this morning. Linda was up at

the lake, at the cottage,thip weekend, and Linda caught her finger in.a

folding chair. And nhe called me just a few momentp ago, nd said that

so much' (pus) had come out of it, and what should she do, because Laura

was trying to go pick the scab off of it. .1 think it's mostly health,

thing that ahe doenn't know. (maternal 8randmother)

Judy was very constipated and I asked her what I should do. And she

said, why don't you give the doctor a call, so I did, and he prescribed

a suppository, and I was having a hard time using thql(suppository) so

I called my mcm and I said, can I come over and you help me. She said,

sure come over so we packed her stuff up and went over there. (mother)
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Interestingly, in these cases, the mothers can admit that they lack certain
technical information or skills and can call on the grandmothers to contribute
mothering skills both for themselVes and for their grandchildren (see Figure
1:b). In the area of health advice, the interaction lies on the boundary
betWeen family and don-family relationships. A grandmother serves as a
screen--being asked for her opinion before a paid professional is called upon.
That grandmothers are asked and may have someWhat more freedom'to give advice
about health than about other childrearing issues Implies that they do sOme
adjunct parenting. But if the.parameters of advice-giving are fuzzy,
grandmothers continually need o be cautious about overstepping boundaries.

Anothen issue which illust ateS the sense of Caution in adjunct parenting
can be_seen in the perceptions of mothers and grandMothers on the similarity-
dissimilarity of' their disciplining styles. As lAble 3 shows, 40% of the #4100
maternal grandmothers and mothers disagree about their similarity in diserplih-
'ing-4n all of these cases the mother perceives more similarity and the
grandmother more dissimilarity. Paternal grandmothers and mothers also tend to
have different perceptions on their disciplining styles--but here the'mother
(daughter-in7law) is more likely to perceive the styles as dissimilar. The

grandmothers often stated explicitly that they did dot tell their daughters (or
'daughters-id-law) when they had differing ideas about discipliningso as not to
interfere% For example, one young mother said aboutape maternal grandmother:
"I think we're pretty similar but she's kind of more easy-going the% I am
because she's ,gramma." But her mother thought her daughter was more lenient' '

than she: "...She probably gives them a little more treats than I would and at
times when I don"t,think they should have theM. (When the granddaughter stands
up in her highchair) I think I would be a little more--"this is it, you sit

there and you. eat." (asked if she ever said adything)...No never; I never
interfere with the kids." Given the cautiousness of grandmothers in their

adjunct parenting role, the mothers may simply not be aware of tile grandmotOri'
opinions.

----Table 3 about here--

The diasensUs between maternal grandmothers and mothers iwin an opposite
direction from the findings reported by Bengtson And Kuypers (1971) on the
divergence between older and'younger generations. With maternal grandmothers,

the divergence relates to the tenuousness of adjunct parenting and perhaps also

to the daughter's need to have a sense of co inuity with her mother (Fischer,
1981). In the in-law relationships, the retson for dissensus perhaps emerges
from the grandmother's need to have a sense of continuity with her children .and

grandchildren (conforming.to Bengtson and Ku per's. (1971),analy8is Oi the
"developmental stakes") while the mother may seek to ally'more with her own
family of origin (see Fischer's (1983) discu sion of in-law relations).

41' Grandmothers 83 Servtce Providers: When grandparents babysit they are
providing a service to the parents. Grandparents may develop a relationship
with their grandchildren through babysitting but the arrangements are made with
and for the sake of the parents (see Figure 1.0. Two typed of scenarios were
described in which babysitting might be needed: 1) when the mother and father
had planned to go to a big party and,their tiabyditter.cancelled inIthe last
minute; and 2) when the mother became ill with the flu. In addition, the

grandmothers and mothers were,asked, in general, about the frequency and

likelihood of a grandmother babylitting. A'summary, Measure was constr:ucted to

asseSs the overall likelihood-of the grandmother's coming to babysit, from the .
two perspectives.
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Overall', the grandmothers were three times more likely to be frequent baby-7
sitters (27%) than to hever babysit '01) (with equainuMbers of maternal and.

paternal grandmothers'frequently or never babysitting). The measure used'for

"likelihood of babysitting" '(Table 4,X.) iapantl`a probabalistic and partly a

behavioral indicator. For those grandMotherS who babysit either frequently or

never, the indicator reflects a behaVior; for the others it may tap anyexpecta.-

tion. Because of the nature of the interaction. (whether or not the grandmother
tabysits israther straightforwardto asses's), the pOssible variance between

perspectives has to .be more limited than for other types of interaction. Table

shows that there is considerably more dissensus between mothers apd

paternal grandmothers (46%) than between mothers and maternal° grandmother's
(20%)--especially with the paternal grandmOthers More likely to assert that they

Would tabysit.

. ----Table 4.A about here--
,

In their responses to the babysitting scenario, a number of mOthers and

grapdthothers expressed some sense of concern with setting litits--that

ensuring that the methernot "impose" on the grandmother. Some of the mothers

talked Of not wanting to "dump habysitting" on the grandMothers. "We really

don't want to burden them,.have them stay home now that their familys ,gone."

One grandmother, with eight grandchildren, said that she "would be forever
sitting"--so she will not babysit "unless it's an emergency...then I-will

probably cancel. (her own plans)..A3ut I feel aS thoUgh the kids will Sometimes

take advantage of a parent.-.." A number of grandmothers indicated that they
have "really been lucky" or that their children NOWA infripge--suggestinv
that liMits have been set by:the parents The frequencies in Table 4.B,

indiCate thatmothers are more likely to worry about imposing on paternal than
maternal..grandmothers but-that maternal-grandMotherS are considerably more
likely than paternal grandmothers to mention the issue of limits for grana-

mothers'.babys'itting. :This issue of babysitting presents the flip side of the

advice-giving issue. Service7providing is in the domain controlled by the

grandparent. Given diffusely defined eXpectations for th4'aspect of grand-

,parent7parent interactions, it is the mother' who must be especially cautious

about overstepping boundaries.' The Mothers do seem especially concerned about

imposing on their in-laws7-which might be expected (cf. Fischer, 1983) The

concern with limits.expressed by maternal grandmothers might be suggestive of.a

boundary problem7-especially since' the daughters do not tend to express this,

concern. In effect, there quite often may be misreading between mother and

daughter on just how much the mother/grandmother wants and is obliged to provide
babysitting services (cf. Cohler and.Grunebaum 1981; Fischer, 1981).

----Table 4.B about here----

CONCLUSION

A "tenuous" role relationship has, been defined as one in which the symbolic

nature of the relationship is specifiedtut the behavioral expectations are

ambiguous. The dissensus between motbers and grandmothers in their.responses to
varying hypotheticalsituations supports the notion df grandmothering as.a

tenuous role relationship. Paternal grandparental relationships are particularly

tenuous since the interactive framework is largely contingent on'in-laws (that

is, paternal grandmothers and mothers) (cf. Fischer, 1983).

13
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The qualitatiVe data from both grandmothers and mothers Suggest that
grandparenthood is valued aS a symbolic relationship.: This,means that both
.generations will have' a stake in maintaining the relationsW.p, 'BeCause mothers

, and grandmothers have ambiguous expectations for each otheFs' behavior, each,
role partner needs to place boundaries around her own behavior in order not:to
jeopardize the Symbolic relationship. FurtherMore, their' differing role
perspectives mean that they' have differential,liabilities in overstepping
interactive boundaries. .The grandmothers, particularly the in7laws, are,
catitious about intruding on the nuclear family established by the parent
generation: Grandmothers are careful about giving.advice or coMmenting on
parenting and also tend to be.unwilling to intrude on the -child's domain (taking
the granddaughter against her The mothers express caution., again
especially with in-laws,abOut the grandmother's domainprotecting the grand-
mether's home from-their child's uncontrolled behavior and placing limits on
demands for grandparental services

The -"tenubusness" of expectations for grandparental interactions seems
greater froMthe grandmother'S role perspective. Robertson (1977172) reported.
that "the only behaviors which grandmothers engaged in with a high'frequency
were those which were initiated by the parent or grandchild." In this :Study;

too, grandmOthers tend to express more caution about overstepping relational
boundarqes than do the mOthers.

Grandparenthood endures as a Symbolic linkage whether grandparents hbe
"formal," "distant," -(Neugarten and Weinstein, 1964), "remote," (RoberlOon,
1977), or highly involved relationships with their grandchildren. Fischer
(1982-83) has suggested that the structure of family networks may differentiate
between interactivelY invOlVed and noninvolved grandparents77especially with
older grandchildren:

The'family networka of hear grandmothers,may entail interpersonal
.linkages' between'grandparent and grandchild as well as between parent
and child of each generatiOn. Geographically,far.grandmothers (or
paternal grandmothers) , on the other hand, may never get to."know",
their grandchildren anywhere nearas well as they once knew their
growing children; so even though.the mother-daughter or(mother-son)
bond may be maintained oyer the years, the kinship network may be
fairly loose--with grandParents ha/ing essentially indirect bonds...

In effect, some relationships between grandparents and older grandchildren may
not really be "tenuous"--in the sense that interactive script's may be developed
within close interpersonal bonds. But most research on grandthotherhood suggests
that the modal pattern is for grandparental relationships tO become increasingly
tenuous with the aging of both grandparents and grandchildren. Age may Oe an:
important variable affecting grandchildren, parents and grandparents.. None of
the interactive frameworks that have been diScussed above, and diagrammed in
Figure 1, may be salient with older grandchildren.

Neugarten and Weihstein (1964) have found that older grandparents are more
likely than younger grandparents to adopt a "fOrmal" style of grandparenting.
And Kahane and Kahane (1970) have reported that older grandchildren tend to be
more emotionally ,distant from their grandparents than,younger grandchtldrpn.
Possibly, over time, the "tenuoUsness" in grandparehtal relationships may become
synonymo6s with "formality"--so that grandparents and grandchildren learn to
anticipate each otner's responses by limiting their range of interaction.
Indeed, the caution expressed by both the grandmothers and the mothers'in.this
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study suggest that there is a sense of tension in Sustainng: tenuous role

relationships,

Footnote

1. For instance,,Rosow '(1976) has,a. lengthy disCusSion of "old age" as a

"status" (without a role) but,-lpter.,- he refers-in passing to homOsexuals as

having no status. He defines status. as "a formal office or social position

that can be designated by name or a clear-term Of reference." (RosoW,

1976:462). .

By his dm defini.tion, it is not evident why the aged do have an

institutionalized status while homosexuals do not. It wOuld-seem more

approtpipte to describe old age as an attribute.
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:Table 1. If the Grandchild Crie8 When .Going out with the Grandmother,

-Who Takes the Child:. Mother or Grandmotherlfrom the.Perspectives of
Mothers, Maternal:and Paternal Grandmothers (in %)

GOING WITH
,

MATERNAL GRANDMOTHER PATERNAL GRANDMOTHER
GOING WITH

Perspective of: PerSpective of:

Grandmother

Mother Grandmother Motber Cren6motber

takes child 85 , 15 57 17

Negotiated
arrangement 15 25 26 30

Mother takes
child 0 55 17 52,

% DISSENSUS:

Maternal Grandmother and Mother: 55%
Paternal Grandmother and Mother: 35%



Table 2. Who Disciplines Child at the Grandmother's Home (in 1)

AT MATERNAL ORANDMOTHER'S HOME AT PATERNAL GRANDMOTHER'S HUME

Perspective of PerspectiVe of

Mother Grandmother Mother Grandmother

Only Mother 68 32 86 22

Mother or
Grandmother 32 68 14 78

N = (19) (19) (21) (21)

% DISENSUS:

'Maternal Grandmother-Mother: 33%
Paternal Grandmother-Mother:- 74%

19

t

NI



Table 3. Perspectives of Similarity/Dissimilarity in Disciplining
Style--Consensus and Di9ensus between Mothers and Grandmothers (in %)

MOTHERS AND MOTHERS AND

MATERNAL GRANDMOTHERS PATERNAL GRANDMOTHERS

,,CONSENSUS ABOUT
DISCIPLINE STYLE 60% 47.5%

Both say.they are similar 55 *33.5

Both say they are different 5 14

DISSENSUS ABOUT
DISCIPLINE STYLE 40% 52.5%

Similar.according to

33.5

19

grandmother/different
according to mother 0

Similar accordipg to
Mother/different aecor-

ding to grandmother 40

N (20) (21)



table:4.A. Likelihood of Grandmother BabySitting.:Consensus

and Dissensus between Mothers and Grandmothers (in.%)

CONSENSUS
Both say grandmother

,410THERS AND

MATERNAL GRANDMOTHERS

80%

MOTHERS AND
PATERNAL GRANDMOTHLRS

54%

babysits 40 21

Both say grandmother
does not babysit 40

DISSENSUS
Grandmother babysits: 20% 46%

Only according to
grandmother 29

Only according to
mobler 10 17

N = (20) (24)

Table 4.B. Babysitting Services as an Imposition on Grandmothers:
Percent of Mothers and Grandmothers Who Mentipn this Issue

MOTHER EXPRESSES CONCERN ABOUT "IMPOSING"

about maternal grandMother 15 (200

about Paternal grandmother 29 (24)

GRANDMOTHER EXPITSSES CONCERN ABOUT "IMPOSING"t

maternaL grandmother 40 (20)

paternal grandmother 17 (24)

-



Figur('

Threegenerational nteractive FrAmeworkS for Grandmotherhood

a. Mediation by the Parent Generation

Gr-Mo

Gr-Ch< Mo

b. Grandmother as Adjunct Parent

Gr-Ch

Gr -Mo

Grandmother as Service Provider

Gr-Ch

Gr-Mo

Mo


